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8.4 Growth of the Normal Flow Instability of a Vortex Array in Two Component Hell
by E.Infeld, TXenkowska-Czerwiriska1'

We investigate the instability of a rotating,
vortex permeated superfluid Hell. Growth rates were
formed. Our theory gives the one fluid limit [1].
However, it should not be used in general, as it is
internally inconsistant. Our results proved important
in view of recent experiments in which the
superfluid matches the vorticity of the normal fluid.
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8.5 The Problem of Pattern Recognition and Momenta Determination in COMPASS
Experiment Spectrometer
by K.Kurek

The new Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering
experiment - COMPASS is now under construction
at CERN laboratory. One of the goals of
COMPASS program is measurement of gluon
polarization AG using polarized muon beam
scattered off polarized target. The polarized open
charm lepto production is one of the processes
which allow us to access AG. To detect and
reconstruct D° mesons as well as other particles
needed for correct kinematics reconstruction the
efficient algorithm for pattern recognition and
momenta reconstruction are needed. The COMPASS
spectrometer consists of complicated set of
detectors of different types (including RICH), a
polarized long target with solenoid magnetic field
and two magnets with complicated fringe field.

Therefore the effcient and fast (high intensity
muon beam) reconstruction is a real problem
especially for small momenta particles, the
reconstruction of which is needed. The three
different theoretical approaches have been tested as
a prototype pattern recognition algorithm: the
standard projections method, the projection method
with Kalman Filter and Space Points method. For
particles, momenta determination the Tchebycheff
polynomials method has been also tested [1], The
first results have shown that the most promising
method is the Space Points reconstruction algorithm.
However, tuning of parameters and tests of different
setups (spectrometer optimization) are needed and
will be continued.
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8.6 Spin Asymmetries in Polarized Muon Scattering at Low Q
by K.Kurek PL9901830

We continued research on the calculations of the
asymmetries of spin dependent cross sections for
polarized lepton scattering off a polarized target.
The detailed calculations including radiative
corrections from QED and QCD processes are
needed for SMC experiment analysis as well as for
future COMPASS experiment. The last SMC
analysis contains data taken with a specially
dedicated hadron trigger (see SMC results in this
report) allowed to measured Aj asymmetry in very
low x and Q2 kinematical regime. For these data the
decomposition used for the measured asymmetry A
as a product of so-called depolarization factor D and
virtual photon-proton asymmetry A! (related to
structure function gi) requires explanation because
for small Q~ and x the factor D is greater than 1. The
effect is caused by the mass correction from lepton
(muon in our case). The simple physical meaning of

D (part of polarization from lepton taken by photon
what implies that D should be smaller than 1) is
dependent on the definition of virtual photon-proton
spin dependent cross sections and in consequence of
the definition of A|. To keep a naive interpretation
of D the redefinition of the virtual photon cross
sections are needed. Also relations between R, Fj
and F2 structure functions are affected. Such
redefinition is not wanted because the redefined
structure functions depend on the mass of the lepton.
On the other hand, such dependence is also hidden
in the standard definitions in the smallest values of
Q allowed by kinematics which depends on lepton
mass. The physical quantity measured in
experiment, A, is defined in unique way (as should
be) but the decomposition is not. The discussion of
the definition of Ai and D will be published in SMC
paper dedicated to low Q" and x analysis. The


